binding sites contained within ND66. Image analysis of the more ordered regions of parallel filaments failed to detect any feature between filaments that might be due to the ND66 fragment. However, this would be consistent with an extended structure for ND66, and the mass by both helical pitch and structure. Thus, the method come from working with fragments of nebulin, conhas been extensively tested. Images of ‫000,23ف‬ filament taining from one to hundreds of actin binding modules.
also consistent with known internal modes of G-and were generated for both sets (decorated F-actin and decorated ND66-polymerized G-actin) from segments F-actin [27, 28] . The changes that are seen in subdomains 3 and 4 ( Figure 3D ) may be associated with this sorted into different helical symmetries (with twists from 162Њ-167Њ per actin subunit), and all showed the same closing of the cleft.
Further confidence in the reconstruction comes from general features. The reconstructions did not show a single continuous using ND66 to polymerize F-actin. It has previously been shown that nebulin fragments can act as potent nucleadensity for this nebulin fragment binding to each actin subunit. Rather, three sites of additional mass were tors of F-actin assembly [11, 29] . Approximately 28,000 segments were selected from filaments formed when found on each actin subunit. When surfaces were examined at lower thresholds ( Figures 4D and 4F) , the addi-G-actin was polymerized by the addition of ND66 under low-salt conditions where the G-actin does not spontational densities were seen to be connected and could be explained by an ND66 molecule that binds to three neously polymerize ( Figure 2D ). These segments were sorted in the same manner as those from F-actin decoractin subunits. Using a single ␣ helix to model ND66, it was found that the additional densities in the reconated with ND66 and yielded a distribution of ‫%65ف‬ undecorated and ‫%44ف‬ ND66 decorated. Given the cavestruction could be completely explained ( Figures 4C and  4F ) by an ND66 fragment that bound to subdomain 1 of ats discussed above, these numbers cannot be directly interpreted in terms of a stoichiometry of binding. Reone actin subunit, a different site on subdomain 1 of an actin subunit below it, and then subdomain 4 of an actin constructions from the decorated ND66-G-actin segments ( Figure 3B ) were similar to the reconstructions of subunit on the opposite long-pitch helical strand. Thus, each fragment binds to three actin subunits, and the decorated F-actin in the pattern of binding by ND66 but showed less additional mass. We interpret this as simply binding appears to involve three different ND66 fragments bound to each actin subunit at three different less complete decoration. In addition, reconstructions 
